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               Inflation!
Starobinsky, 1980 – modified gravity, R + R2  
a complicated but almost working model!

Guth, 1981 - old inflation. Great idea, but did not 
work, and did not predict inflationary perturbations!

1983 - chaotic inflation! 1991 - hybrid inflation!A.L., 1982 - new inflation 
(also Albrecht, Steinhardt)!
!



Can we have large non-gaussianity ?!
V!

Inflaton!

V
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Curvaton!

A.L., Mukhanov, 1996,!
Lyth, Wands, Ungarelli, 2002!

Decay of perturbed field                     adiabatic perturbations!

           is determined by quantum fluctuations, 
so       is different in different places. Curvaton 
perturbations can be strongly non-gaussian!
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WMAP7 + Acbar + QUaD!

Confirms flatness!
Rules out cosmic strings!



WMAP7 + South Pole Telescope!





   WMAP7 + Atacama  !

   Harrison-Zeldovich ns = 1 excluded at 99.7% CL (3 sigma)!
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DEFLATING COSMOLOGY?!



Main arguments:!
1) Inflation requires improbable initial conditions!

3) “Inflationary theory predicts everything and 
therefore it predicts nothing.” “The measure of 
our failure.” “The abyss of infinity.”!

2) If we do not find tensor modes, inflation will be 
in trouble!

Different authors have different opinions. 
I believe that this statement is incorrect.!

How about new inflation?!

Really? Maybe the author wanted to say that string 
theory predicts nothing, but decided to criticize 
inflation instead? All “alternative” scenarios based 
on string theory have the same property.!





Based on:!
Kallosh, A.L., 1008.3375!
Kallosh, A.L. and Rube, 1011.5945!
Demozzi, A.L. and Mukhanov, 1012.0549!
Kallosh, A.L., Olive, Rube, 1106.6025!

Our goal is to develop a theoretical framework which 
would give us maximal flexibility to describe upcoming 
observational data in the context of supergravity/string 
theory motivated models:!

1)  Functional freedom in the choice of the potential, to 
adjust ns and r.!

2)  The possibility to go beyond the single-field models to 
describe a possible non-gaussianity, to tune fNL.!

3)  Solving the cosmological moduli problem and the 
gravitino problem!

See also closely related works by! Nakayama, Takahashi, Yanagida!



Main problem:	


Canonical Kahler potential is 

Therefore the potential blows up at large |φ|, and slow-roll 
inflation is impossible: 

Too steep, no inflation…!



            A  solution:  shift symmetry!
Kawasaki, Yamaguchi, Yanagida 2000!

Kahler potential !

and superpotential!
The potential is very curved with respect to S and Im Φ, so 
these fields vanish. But Kahler potential does not depend 
on!
!

 Quantum corrections do not change this result!

W = mSΦ

φ =
√
2Re Φ = (Φ+ Φ̄)/

√
2

The potential of this field has the simplest form, as in 
chaotic inflation, without any exponential terms:!



The Kahler potential is any function of the type!

The potential as a function of the real part of      at S = 0 is!

Φ

FUNCTIONAL FREEDOM  in choosing inflationary potential!

K((Φ− Φ̄)2, SS̄)

Kallosh, A.L. 1008.3375,      Kallosh, A.L., Rube,1011.5945!

W = S f(Φ)

V = |f(Φ)|2



V (φ) =
λ2

4
(φ2 − v2)2

During inflation! S = 0, Im Φ = 0, Re Φ =
√

2 φ



Blue lines – chaotic inflation with the simplest spontaneous symmetry 
breaking potential                              for N = 50 and N = 60!

Kallosh, A.L. 2007 !



   String theory predictions with r ~ 0.05  !
                             Silverstein, McAllister, Westphal!



Yamauchi, A.L., Naruko, Sasaki, Tanaka 1105.2674  !

1)  Suppression of scalar perturbations in quadrupole!

2)  Increase of tensor perturbations in quadrupole!

3)  Specific low-l anisotropies because of the non-Coleman-De 
Luccia tunneling!

The effects are model-dependent (including often discussed effects 
of bubble collisions), but they may teach us a lot about string theory 
landscape. Here is what we found in addition:!



Demozzi, A.L., Mukhanov, 1012.0549 !

Consider the simplest model of Kawasaki, Yamaguchi, Yanagida:!

-10  < fNL
local  <  74!

Simplest models of inflation predict gaussian perturbations, which was 
confirmed by observations with accuracy better than 1%. But what if 
we find non-gaussianity at a lower level? !

W = mSΦ



In this model, the potential of the curvaton field is flat at its 
small values, but it is exponentially steep at large values of 
the curvaton.!

This leads to a natural cutoff of the growth of the curvaton 
perturbations, which makes the results convergent and 
predictive even in eternal inflation.!

In this scenario, the field S has the same mass as the 
inflaton field. Therefore its perturbations are also generated, 
in addition to the standard inflaton perturbations. This is the 
basis of the curvaton mechanism, which may lead to a 
significant non-gaussianity of inflationary perturbations. !
!



φ

σ

                is the radial part of the complex field S!σ



σ

φ

In this simplest chaotic inflation model based on supergravity one 
can easily have large non-gaussianity!

fNL ∼ 10− 102



In this class of models one can get a theory with ANY type of 
inflationary potential of the real part of the field !

K((Φ− Φ̄)2, SS̄)

   Kallosh, A.L., Olive, Rube, 1106.6025!
!

To have SUSY breaking on TeV scale one can add to this model a 
hidden sector with light Polonyi-type fields. But this leads to the 
cosmological moduli problem, which plagues SUGRA cosmology 
for the last 30 years.!

In string theory, SUSY breaking is a part of the KKLT construction. 
Do we need to add Polonyi fields? Can we avoid the moduli problem?!

W = S f(Φ)

V = |f(Φ)|2
Φ



Stabilization in a 
supersymmetric 
AdS minimum!

Uplifting to dS 
breaks SUSY!
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W = W0 +Ae−aρ

m2
3/2 = |VAdS/3|
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σ

ρ = σ + iα



The height of the KKLT barrier is smaller than |VAdS| =3m2
3/2. The 

inflationary potential Vinfl cannot be much higher than the height of the 
barrier. Inflationary Hubble constant is H2 = Vinfl/3 < |VAdS/3| ~m2

3/2.!

Constraint on the Hubble constant in this class of 
models:!

   H < m3/2!

Modification of  V 
at large H!

String Cosmology and the Gravitino Mass 
Kallosh, A.L. 2004!

VAdS!
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A discovery or non-discovery of tensor modes 
would be a crucial test for string theory and 

SUSY phenomenology!

unobservable 

Kallosh, A.L. 2007!



Any 2 of these 3 items are compatible with each 
other. Can all 3 of them live in peace?!

Modern versions 
of string theory!

Discovery of gravity 
waves!

Discovery of SUSY 
particles at LHC!

There are several ways to address this issue: Kallosh, A.L. 2004; 
Badziak and M. Olechowski 2008, 2010;  Conlon, Kallosh, A.L. and 
Quevedo 2008;  He, Kachru and Westphal 2010 !
!
             We will describe the first of these approaches!
 !



+∆W

Kallosh, A.L. 2004!

It has a supersymmetric Minkowski 
vacuum for                 , with a high barrier.!
           makes it a supersymmetric AdS.      
Uplifting breaks SUSY !

∆W = 0

m3/2 ∼ |∆W |
Thus one can have a high barrier 
and a tiny gravitino mass!

3
2
ln Σ

V

0

∆W

     H can be arbitrarily large!



In the KL model, just like in the usual KKLT models, uplifting makes 
the gravitino massive, which splits masses in the chiral multiplet by 
the amount proportional to m3/2.!

After uplifting in the KKLT models, DW also is O(m3/2), which leads to 
gaugino mass ~ m3/2.!

Meanwhile in the KL model, as well as in a broad class of other models 
where the volume modulus is strongly stabilized, one has DW << m3/2 . 
Therefore the gaugino mass is much smaller than m3/2 . Thus 
supersymmetry breaking occurs in a different way for different 
particles. To have gaugino in the desirable mass interval, one would 
need to have superheavy gravitino. It would be most interesting to 
check the existence of this mass pattern experimentally.!

A.L., Mambrini, Olive, in preparation!



Kallosh, A.L., Olive, Rube, 1106.6025!

Even if one does not ensure stabilization of the S field, inflation is 
possible, especially if its energy scale is much smaller than the 
height of the KL barrier  !
                                              Davis, Postma 2008 !
!
However, if one firmly stabilizes S field near S = 0, e.g. by terms S4 
in the Kahler potential, inflation inflation occurs in a much greater 
range of the values of the inflaton field. The description of inflation 
decouples from the KL sector, which becomes important only for 
the low-scale SUSY breaking.!



no S stabilization 
relatively short inflation!

 Davis, Postma 2008  !

S and σ are stabilized!
        long inflation !
Kallosh, A.L., Olive, Rube  2011!
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A simple class of chaotic inflation models in supergravity is 
developed. The inflaton potential can have an arbitrary shape 
determined by the choice of the superpotential                         . 
This allows to describe observations with any values of ns and r.!

Depending on the choice of the Kahler potential, these models 
may describe a single-field inflation with gaussian perturbations 
of metric, or a curvaton scenario with large non-gaussianity. 
This provides additional flexibility to fit observational data.!

W = Sf(Φ)

One can unify this scenario with the KL model of moduli 
stabilization in string theory, which helps to describe small scale 
SUSY breaking and to solve the cosmological moduli problem.!

There is a natural suppression of the decay rate of the inflaton 
field in this class of models, which helps to solve the primordial 
gravitino problem in this scenario (to be discussed by Kallosh).!


